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Title: The United States vs. Canuto Gustilo

Facts:
Canuto Gustilo was initially charged and convicted in criminal case No. 1360 for the illegal
possession of firearms, specifically a shotgun. He pleaded guilty on May 17, 1909, and was
sentenced on July 10, 1909, to pay a fine and costs. Subsequently, Gustilo was charged
again in a separate case (No. 1361) for the illegal possession of a different firearm, a Colt’s
revolver, which was seized at the same time and place as the shotgun in case No. 1360. In
response to the second charge, Gustilo entered a plea of former jeopardy, arguing that he
had already been tried and convicted for an offense (illegal possession of firearms) based on
the same facts – possession of firearms seized at the same time and in the same location.

Both the prosecution and defense submitted their positions regarding the plea of former
jeopardy without  technically  introducing new evidence.  They relied on statements  and
findings from case No. 1360 and the preliminary investigation of case No. 1361. The trial
court, having considered the similarities in facts and circumstances between the two cases
and the arguments of the parties, found Gustilo’s plea of former jeopardy to be valid and
dismissed  the  second  case.  The  prosecution  appealed  this  dismissal  to  the  Philippine
Supreme Court.

Issues:
1. Whether the possession of multiple unlicensed firearms at the same time and place
constitutes separate offenses for each firearm, allowing for separate prosecutions.
2. Whether the plea of former jeopardy requires the defendant to prove by evidence that the
offense for which he was formerly convicted or acquitted is identically the same offense for
which he is being tried again.

Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court affirmed the trial court’s decision, holding that the possession of two
firearms under the conceded facts of the case constituted but one criminal act, impelled by
a single criminal intent or volition. It was concluded that since Gustilo had been punished
once for this act, he could not be punished again under the principle of non bis in idem,
which prohibits double jeopardy.

Doctrine:
The Supreme Court established or reiterated the doctrine that multiple unlicensed firearms
found in the possession of an individual at the same time and place constitute a single
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offense. This principle is grounded in the protection against double jeopardy, as enshrined
in the Philippine Bill and Article 89 of the Philippine Penal Code, emphasizing the unity of
intention and action in determining the singularity of a criminal offense.

Class Notes:
– Double Jeopardy: Legal protection against being tried for the same offense twice.
– Single Criminal Act: A single act impelled by a single criminal intent which cannot be split
into separate offenses for the purpose of multiple punishments.
– Philippine Bill and Article 89 of the Penal Code: Legal provisions protecting individuals
from being punished more than once for the same criminal act or intent.
– Elements of Illegal Possession of Firearms: (1) Possession or custody of a firearm; (2) Lack
of the necessary license or permit; (3) Knowledge of the possession or custody.

Historical Background:
The case reflects the early 20th-century legal framework of the Philippines during American
colonial rule, focusing on the criminal justice system’s interpretation of laws relating to
firearms possession and the constitutional protection against double jeopardy. This decision
underscores  the  judiciary’s  role  in  safeguarding  individual  rights  against  repetitive
prosecutions based on the same factual circumstances, within the context of then-prevailing
statutes and the Philippine Bill, which was influenced by the United States Constitution.


